MUCOSAL VENOUS MALFORMATIONS OF THE BUCCAL MUCOSA TREATED WITH SODIUM TETRADECYL SULFATE
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INTRODUCTION

Vascular anomalies can be congenital and acquired. They are described below congenital vascular anomalies: The most common anomalies are the vascular malformations. Vascular malformations are classified into arterio-venous malformations, venous malformations and lymphatic malformations. Arterial malformations are fast flow lesions whereas venous, lymphatic and capillary malformations are slow flow lesions. Malformations are a result of erroneous vasculogenesis during embryonic life.

Acquired vascular anomalies:

The most significant of these anomalies are hemangiomas. They are composed of proliferating blood vessels with a potentially destructive nature. They undergo a proliferative and involution phase. Other acquired vascular anomalies of minor esthetic significance are pyogenic granuloma, cherry angiomas and spider angiomas.

CASE REPORT: A 19 year old boy presented to our outpatient department with history of multiple raised dark colour skin lesions and raised red coloured lesions over the tongue and oral cavity since 10 years of age. Patient alleges to have been doing well before the onset of these complaints. He gives history of increase in size of these lesions till 12 years of age after which it had not progressed in size. The lesions are associated with pain. He gives history of occasional bleeding from the lesions over tongue & some of the skin lesions. There is no history of bleeding diathesis or sudden increase in size with a woody feel suggestive of Kasabach-Merritt Phenomenon. There are no symptoms suggestive of congestive cardiac failure. Previously he was treated non-specifically for the above complaints by local general practitioners. He was born out of non-consanguineous marriage. No similar complaints were observed in the family members.

His general condition was normal. Dermatological examination revealed multiple skin-coloured to hyperpigmented papules, plaques and nodules of varying sizes, some with a smooth shiny surface seen over nose, both lips, left pinna, back and right axilla.
Oral mucosal examination revealed lobulated, round to oval mass of size 3 x 2 cm size studded with numerous red coloured papules seen over the dorsal aspect of tongue. Similar smaller lesion seen over the posterior 1/3rd of tongue and inner aspect of right cheek and a similar lesion over the lower lip. Doppler ultrasound revealed heterogeneously hypoechoic lesion with slow-flow. D-dimer levels were elevated suggesting intravascular coagulation which is usually seen with venous malformations. Provisional diagnosis of slow flow venous malformations was made and Intralesional therapy with 3% sodium tetradecyl sulphate was planned.

PROCEDURE

The patient was explained about the procedure. A test dose was given and found no signs of hypersensitivity. The area to be injected was cleansed with betadine and normal saline. 3% Sodium Tetradecyl Sulphate was injected directly into the lesion through the mucosa at multiple sites without any radiological guidance. In total, 1 ml of STS was mixed with 1cc of air and to and fro motion of the piston to create air bubbles. After withdrawal of the needle, manual compression was given for 10 to 15 minutes over the lesion with sterile gauze. The patient was advised to take anti-inflammatory and analgesics and recalled after one month. In the second visit, the patient was reviewed with 50% reduction in the size of the lesion. In our case, the patient experienced transient severe pain postoperatively with minor complications. The patient was reviewed after one month and bimonthly interval, found the complete absence of the lesion and no evidence of recurrence.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The diagnosis of vascular malformations is based on the patient’s medical history and a physical examination [1]. Vascular low flow lesions may present a progressive increase with age, trauma, and after partial resection. Ectatic blood vessels and the reddish-blue surface are characteristically found in this lesion. Change on pressure is a common finding with return to original color on withdrawal of pressure [2]. We believe that our case corresponds to vascular low flow malformation due to their reddish-purple aspect, consistence, response to diascopy, and the absence of vascular pulsation [3].

The appropriate combination of noninvasive to minimally invasive tests should follow in order to confirm or exclude the clinical impression. Duplex ultrasound scanning is the first choice for noninvasive evaluation of patients with vascular malformations [4], Doppler mode to assess flow characteristics [5]. Minimally invasive tests such as MRI [6] and MRV [7] are useful to confirm the extent and type of venous malformations, delineates feeding and draining vessels, distinguishes between different soft tissues (muscle, fat) and the vascular structures. Sclerotherapy, the mainstay of treatment is the injection of an agent to induce inflammation and obliteration of affected veins. For small cutaneous or mucosal lesions, local injection may be effective. Intralesional sclerotherapy using liquid sclerosing agents, which is a palliative treatment in most types of vascular anomalies, produces good outcomes in smaller lesions [8].
Sclerosing agents can be classified as [9]

Detergents
Which disrupt vein cellular membrane.
- Sodium tetradecyl sulfate
- Polidocanol
- Sodium morrhuate
- Ethanolamine oleate

Osmotic agents
Damage the cell by shifting the water balance through cellular gradient (osmotic) dehydration and cell membrane denaturation.
- Hypertonic sodium chloride solution
- Sodium chloride solution with dextrose

Chemical irritants
Damage the cell wall by direct caustic degradation of vascular endothelium.
- Chromated glycerin
- Poliodinated iodine

STS at low concentrations are effective in stripping endothelium over a considerable distance, and is also able to induce a hypercoagulable state, possibly by selective inhibition of protein C, and can also promote platelet aggregation. We selected 3% STS as a sclerosing agent because of its high effectiveness and minor complications like the presence of small skin ulcers and superficial skin breakdown which responded well to the application of silver sulfadiazine [10]. Intralesional sclerotherapy can be performed without serious complications if the sclerosing agent is selected and injected cautiously.
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